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EUR/USD rebounded sharply on Friday to just below 1.1300 and is set for its best 

day since May. 

Dovish repricing in global central bank expectations has hit the hawkishly priced 

USD harder than the comparatively dovishly priced euro. 

EUR/USD has rebounded sharply on the final trading day of the week amid a spike 

in broader market volatility owing to concerns about a new, potentially vaccine-

resistant, Covid-19 variant in South Africa. The pair has rebounded to just below 

1.1300 from early Friday Asia Pacific session lows just above 1.1200, a near 90 pip 

(roughly 0.8%) rally on the day. If the pair closes the week out at current levels, that 

would mark its best one-day performance since early May.  

Given that the December 2022 eurodollar future was trading at 99.50 as recently as 

the start of October, there is plenty more room for upside if the Covid-19 situation in 

the US deteriorates in the coming months. This would present as an upside risk to 

EUR/USD.  

GBP/USD 
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The discovery of a new COVID-19 variant in South Africa that could be harder to 

combat spurred risk-off market mood. The British pound fell on COVID-19 new 

variant though ended the day in the green, up 0.09%. GBP/USD upward move 

caused by US dollar weakness. The British pound recovers from earlier losses during 

the day, despite risk-of-market sentiment clouding the financial markets due to dis-

covering a new COVID-19 variant in South Africa. At the time of writing, the GBP/

USD is trading at 1.3341, up some 0.14%.  That said, GBP/USD traders would need 

to focus on the developments of Brexit, the Bank of England, and the new coronavi-

rus variant. On Friday, GBP/USD bulls held their ground; however, coronavirus de-

velopments over the weekend could worsen market mood conditions that could favor 

USD bulls. On the other hand, the 1.3300 psychological would be the first support, 

that once broken, could pave the way for further losses, finding key support levels on 

its way down. The next support would be the November 26 low at 1.3278, followed 

by the figure at 1.3200.  



MAJOR ECONOMIC EVENTS 
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Straits Times Index Gained point +0.490 and percent +0.000% at 3105.510 last 

trading session. The Straits Times Index came off from its intraday peak of  

3114.800 and low 3099.430. RSI  70.553. 

BUY : EURUSD ABOVE 1.1325 TGT 1.1375-1.1425 SL BELOW 1.1275 

SELL: EURUSD BELOW 1.1200 TGT 1.1150-1.1100 SL ABOVE 1.1250 
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EUR/USD CHART GBP/USD CHART 

BUY : GBPUSD ABOVE 1.3400 TGT 1.3450-1.3500 SL BELOW 1.3350 

SELL: GBPUSD BELOW 1.3350 TGT 1.3300-1.3250 SL ABOVE 1.3400 
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